SB 703, An Act Establishing A Uniform System For Distributing Influenza Vaccines

The Connecticut Hospital Association (CHA) supports SB 703, An Act Establishing A Uniform System For Distributing Influenza Vaccines, which would authorize the Department of Public Health to adopt regulations specifying a uniform policy for distributing and administering influenza vaccines. However, a uniform system should be designed to deal with either a vaccine shortage or a pandemic and need not be implemented during seasons in which an adequate amount of vaccine is available. In addition, the system must be flexible in order to incorporate evolving scientific knowledge regarding effective vaccination strategies.

Influenza can be deadly and vaccination is an important way to safeguard the health of Connecticut residents. Epidemics of influenza typically occur during the winter months and have been responsible for an average of approximately 36,000 deaths per year in the United States during 1990–1999\(^1\). Each flu season Connecticut's not-for-profit acute care hospitals treat about 2,500 patients for influenza, which is the primary determinant of increased mortality nationwide during the winter season\(^2\). Influenza vaccine reduces all cause mortality in the elderly by 30% to 50% and prevents at least 30% of hospital admissions for influenza-related respiratory disease, heart disease and stroke nationwide\(^3\). The United States has had a long-standing government strategy of recommending that vaccine be concentrated primarily in high-risk groups, such as the elderly, and distributed to those people who keep the health system and social infrastructure operating\(^4\).

The scientific knowledge about effective vaccine strategies is evolving, however, and two recent studies that question this current method of distribution will likely add to the debate about the best system for distributing the influenza vaccine\(^5,6\). This year's influenza vaccine shortage has provided the opportunity to examine alternatives for future years. One alternative plan, supported by some mathematical models and influenza field studies, would be to concentrate vaccine in children, the population group most responsible for transmission, while also covering the reachable high-risk groups, who would also receive considerable indirect protection. Any plan developed to ensure an adequate vaccine supply should be developed in a way that allows emerging research on vaccination to be taken into consideration in allocating vaccine. Any plan developed also must allow for widespread vaccination of healthcare providers so that they can continue to care for patients with influenza.
CHA would be pleased to participate with this Committee and the Department of Public Health in the work that is necessary to ensure the development of a distribution and administration system that provides the best possible protection against influenza.